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The effect of periodic surface roughness on the behavior of confined soft sphere fluids is
investigated using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations. Rough pores are constructed by taking
the prototypical slit-shaped pore and introducing unidirectional sinusoidal undulations on one wall.
For the above geometry our study reveals that the solvation force response can be phase shifted in
a controlled manner by varying the amplitude of roughness. At a fixed amplitude of roughness,a,
the solvation force for pores with structured walls was relatively insensitive to the wavelength of the
undulation,l for 2.3,l/s f f,7, wheres f f is the Lennard-Jones diameter of the confined fluid.
This was not the case for smooth walled pores, where the solvation force response was found to be
sensitive to the wavelength, forl/s f f,7.0 and amplitudes of roughness,a/s f f>0.5. The
predictions of the superposition approximation, where the solvation force response for the rough
pores is deduced from the solvation force response of the slit-shaped pores, was in excellent
agreement with simulation results for the structured pores and forl/s f f>7 in the case of smooth
walled pores. Grand potential computations illustrate that interactions between the walls of the pore
can alter the pore width corresponding to the thermodynamically stable state, with wall–wall
interactions playing an important role at smaller pore widths and higher amplitudes of roughness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Confined nanoscale fluids occur in technologically i
portant processes such as boundary lubrication, adhesion
sorption, and wetting. Common to these processes is
presence of fluid films that are under the strong influence
confining walls, resulting in fluids that are inhomogeneo
Forces on molecularly thin films have been investigated
ing the surface force apparatus~SFA! and its variants which
measure in addition to shear forces, the solvation fo
which is the normal force exerted by the fluid on the confi
ing walls.1–4 The oscillatory nature of the solvation forc
observed in surface force experiments is due to the forma
and disruption of fluid layers as the degree of confinemen
varied. Molecular simulation techniques have been wid
used to investigate the thermodynamics of confined fluid
slit-shaped pores,5–12 and in particular have aided in unde
standing the relationship between fluid structure and so
tion force at the molecular level. Until recently, these m
lecular simulation studies have been restricted to flu
confined between walls that represent a particular crysta
graphic plane of infinite extent. The walls are either smo
~structureless! or structured depending on the form of th
fluid–wall interaction potential. In a structured pore, t
walls consist of discrete atoms which represent perio
roughness on the atomic scale. Molecular simulations us
structured walls are used to demonstrate stick-slip and
taxial freezing of confined fluids.13 Most engineering sur-
faces are rough either on an atomic and/or higher scales,
solid-solid contact normally occurs at asperities.14 Rough-

a!Electronic mail: ayappa@chemeng.iisc.ernet.in
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ness is known to effect adhesion,15 wetting,16 friction, and
wear.17 Understanding the behavior of fluid films on roug
surfaces is important if our present knowledge of confin
fluid physics is to be extended to more realistic situation

SFA experiments involving mica surface that have be
coated with long chain molecules enable one to probe for
between surfaces that are no longer atomically smooth
least on the preexisiting scale of the mica surface. In orde
elucidate the effects of roughness, experiments were car
out by either adsorbing cetyltrimethylammoniumbromi
~CTAB! from solution or depositing Langmuir–Blodge
films of dioctadecyldimethylammoniumbromide~DOAB! on
mica surfaces.18 CTAB exhibited a complete smearing out o
oscillations and DOAB showed a reduced range of osci
tions. Their results indicate that the interactions of fluids b
tween rough surfaces may be adequately described by a
shitz theory. Recent SFA experiments illustrate that
traditional experimental procedure of cutting mica with h
platinum wire results in nanoparticle deposition on the m
sheets.19,20Although the coverage of nanoparticles is show
to be less than 1%, force curves obtained in the absenc
these nanoparticles have been shown to have larger os
tions extending up to ten fluid layers.20 Clearly roughness,
albeit small, caused by these nanoparticles is seen to qu
tatively alter the structure and force response therein of
confined fluid.

Unlike the SFA, where the fluid can be assumed to
confined between two infinite parallel plates by invoking t
Derjaguin approximation, atomic force microscopy~AFM!
involves the interaction between a tip and a flat substr
AFM experiments carried out with dodecane and octame

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1710864
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yltetracyloxane~OMCTS! as the confining fluids, showe
that layering and solvation force oscillations were not
stricted to the SFA but must be present in the fluid confin
between the tip and the substrate in AFM experiments.21,22

More recent experiments with enhanced resolution show
the magnitude of the forces observed in the AFM experim
are similar to those observed in the SFA.23,24 AFM experi-
ments with carbon nanotube tips, where the contact are
well-defined, show the presence of well-defined oscillatio
in the solvation force response.25 These experiments reveal
very interesting character of the confined fluid; solvati
forces occur over a wide range of areas of confinement
lead one to naturally question the existence of a minim
confinement area required for fluid layering and the result
oscillatory solvation forces. Molecular dynamics simulatio
which seek to mimic the AFM experiment reveal the pre
ence of solvation force oscillations when a fluid is confin
between an atomically structured pyramidal tip or a sph
and a flat surface.26,27

A few molecular simulation studies have been used
probe the structure of fluids confined between confining s
faces which are rough on the nanoscale. The behavio
ultrathin monoatomic films have been investigated for
structured slit pore made up of one flat wall and the ot
corrugated with regularly spaced rectangular grooves.28 The
registry of the walls is seen to play an important role on
equilibrium structures that form under confinement, and
der certain conditions alternating strips of solid and fluid
seen to coexist in the pore. Grand canonical Monte Ca
~GCMC! simulations29–31 and density functional studies32

have been carried out to elucidate the role of surface rou
ness on solvation forces for monoatomic fluids confined
pores. In all of these studies, both the confining surfaces
assumed to be periodically rough. The effect of rand
roughness, studied using a tiled surface to obtain a distr
tion of pore widths, reveals a reduction in the solvation fo
oscillations with increasing roughness.29 A superposition ap-
proximation, wherein the solvation force response from
prototypical slit pore is used to predict the solvation for
response for a fluid confined between rough surfaces, is
curate, provided the wavelength of the roughness is su
ciently large.29,31The superposition approximation is simila
in spirit to the Derjaguin approximation and assumes that
solvation force response between two curved surface
similar to that between two infinitely flat surfaces. Apa
from the work by Frink and von Swol, where the superpo
tion approximation has been shown to be accurate for la
wavelengths of undulations, the range and validity of
superposition approximation for a given form of roughne
has received little attention in the literature.

Given the large number of parameters and different p
sibilities for creating a rough surface, it is clear that a s
tematic analysis would entail studying the effects of the a
plitude, degree of roughness, and distributions~in the case of
randomly rough surfaces! on the local fluid structure. The
parameter space is further expanded if both walls are rou
With the exception of the study by Curryet al.,28 effects
associated with structured walls have not been investiga
Since the magnitude of roughness is of the same order a
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confined fluid diameter, it is likely that the three-dimension
fluid–wall potential associated with atomically structur
pores might be important in influencing local density a
structure in grooves or undulations that make up the ro
surface.

In this paper, we investigate the influence of surfa
roughness on the solvation force, fluid structure, and ther
dynamics of confined soft sphere fluids. In contrast to pre
ous studies in rough pores, roughness is introduced v
sinusoidal undulation on one wall of the prototypical s
pore, while keeping the other flat. Two kinds of rough por
are studied. In the first case the fluid–wall interaction pot
tial is a one-dimensional 10-4 potential where the interact
potential is only dependent on the normal fluid–wall d
tance. In the second case the rough wall is structured
hence made up of discrete atoms which interact with
fluid. By keeping one wall flat and varying the amplitude a
wavelength of the undulations on the second wall, deviati
in the density distributions, solvation force characteristi
and free energies from the slit-shaped pore can be system
cally investigated. We illustrate that this choice of geome
allows one to phase shift the solvation force curve in a c
trolled manner. Grand potential calculations are used to
amine the influence of structured walls and roughness on
thermodynamics of the confined fluid. In particular we inve
tigate the influence of direct interactions between the p
walls on the free energy of the system. For both pore mod
we critically evaluate the accuracy of the superposition
proximation in predicting the solvation force for fluids co
fined in rough pores. We finally discuss implications of o
results on recent experimental observations on the effec
roughness in SFA experiments and the now well-establis
observation of solvation forces in AFM experiments.

II. THEORY AND SIMULATION PROCEDURE

A. Rough pore models RPA and RPB

Rough pores are constructed by introducing sinuso
undulations on one wall of the prototypical slit pore. Tw
types of rough pores as illustrated in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! have
been studied. The rough pores are periodic in thex and y
directions and characterized by a mean pore widthH. All
references to the pore width will refer to the mean po
width. We distinguish the pores by the nature of fluid–w
interactions used. In the first rough pore, henceforth refer
to as RPA@Fig. 1~a!#, the fluid–wall interaction potential is
assumed to be the 10-4 potential,

c~z!52pe f wF2

5 S s f w

z D 10

2S s f w

z D 4G , ~1!

wherez @Fig. 1~a!# is the normal distance, measured from t
wall, between the fluid particle and the wall,e f w is the fluid–
wall interaction parameter, ands f w is the interaction diam-
eter. The total fluid–wall interaction potential for fluid pa
ticle, i, with z coordinatezi is

c f w5c~H/21zi !1c~H/22zi !, ~2!
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where the first term represents contributions from the w
located atz52H/2 and the second term from the wall atz
5H/2. The functional form for the coordinates of the sin
soidal wall atz5H/2 is given by

z~x!5a sinS 2np@x1Lx/2#

Lx
D1H/2, 2Lx/2<x<Lx/2, ~3!

wherea is the amplitude of oscillation,Lx is the simulation
box length along thex axis as shown in Fig. 1,Lx /n5l is
the wavelength of undulations in the top wall, andH is the
mean pore width. The degree of roughness is controlled
both the wavelengthl and amplitudea.

In the second pore, henceforth referred to as RPB@Fig.
1~b!#, the walls are made up of discrete atoms which inter
with the pore fluid with a 12-6 Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential,

c~r i j !54e f wF S s f w

r i j
D 12

2S s f w

r i j
D 6G , ~4!

wherec(r i j ) is the interaction potential between a fluid pa
ticle i and wall particlej separated by a distancer i j .

For the structured pore~RPB! atoms in the bottom wal
(z52H/2) were arranged in an hcp lattice, with lattice p
rameter 1.139sww corresponding to a surface density
0.889sww

22. Thex andy coordinates for the rough wall wer
similar to those of the bottom wall, however, thez coordinate
was evaluated using Eq.~3! for a given value of amplitudea
and wavelengthl. We will refer to both RPA and RPB a
rough pores whenaÞ0 and for the cases wherea50 ~flat
surface! we will refer to them as slit pores. Thea* 5a/s f f

values which were used for the simulations of rough po
are 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5~RPA! with 14<l* <2.33. Fluid–

FIG. 1. Schematic of rough pores of mean pore widthH of ~a! smooth walls
and ~b! structured walls, illustrating the wavelength and amplitude of
sinusoidal undulation in the wall located at a mean positionz5H/2.
ll
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fluid interactions are modeled using 12-6 LJ interactio
with potential parameterss f f and e f f . For both RPA and
RPB we have assumed that the fluid–fluid interaction para
eters are similar to the fluid–wall interaction paramete
Hencee f f5e f w ands f f5s f w5sww .

B. GCMC simulations

We perform a series of GCMC simulations33 at different
pore widths and various degrees of roughness. Since flu
fluid and fluid–wall interaction parameters are similar, sim
lations are conveniently carried out in reduced units~Table
I!. During a GCMC simulation, a pore of fixed volume,V, is
equilibrated with a bulk fluid whose chemical potentialm
and temperatureT are held fixed. The pore volumes for bo
RPA and RPB are based on the mean pore widthH. Hence
V5HLxLy for both the slit and rough pores. Simulation
typically consisted of (10– 15)3106 equilibration moves fol-
lowed by about (10– 15)3106 moves during which system
properties were averaged. Each Monte Carlo move consi
of an attempted particle insert, delete and displacemen
per the standard Metropolis sampling procedure.33 The ther-
modynamic state of the bulk fluid corresponds toT*
[kT/e f f51.2 andr* [rs f f

3 50.662. At this state point the
bulk pressureP* 5Ps f f

3 /e f f50.399 and activityZ* 5Zs f f
3

50.0751. The activityZ5exp(m/kT)/L3 where the thermal
de Broglie wavelengthL5h/A2pmkT; h is the Plancks
constant andm the mass of the particle. Simulations are c
ried out at fixed activityZ which is equivalent to fixing the
chemical potentialm. The simulation box lengths used fo
pore RPA areLx5Ly514s f f and for RPBLx513.81s f f and
Ly513.67s f f . In order to evaluate system size effects, sim
lations were carried out at smaller pore sizesLx5Ly57s f f

in the case of RPA. Except for small quantitative differenc
at smaller pore widths the results were similar. Unless oth
wise stated, all results correspond to those obtained from
larger system size. While interpreting our results it is use
to define two widthszmin and zmax as illustrated in Fig. 1
wherezmin5H2a andzmax5H1a.

C. Density distributions

We compute layer density distributions by dividing th
pore into bins of width,Dz50.25s f f . The density distribu-
tions are evaluated using

TABLE I. Reduced units.e f f ands f f are the Lennard-Jones parameters f
the fluid–fluid interactions.

Quantity Reduced unit

Pore width H* 5H/s f f

Pore lengths Lx* 5Lx /s f f , Ly* 5Ly /s f f

Amplitude a* 5a/s f f

Wavelength l* 5l/s f f

Temperature T* 5kT/e f f

Density r* 5rs f f
3

Solvation force f z* 5 f zs f f
3 /e f f

Pressure~wall–wall! pww* 5pwws f f
3 /e f f

Excess grand potential DVex* 5DVex /e f f
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r~z!5

K NS z2
Dz

2
,z1

Dz

2 D L
VDz

, ~5!

where ^N(z2Dz/2,z1Dz/2)& is the ensemble average
number of atoms inVDz which is the pore volume of a hori
zontal bin of thicknessDz whose length and width corre
spond to the accessible region of the pore. Density distr
tions computed in this manner, although one-dimensio
enable the comparison of particle distributions between
ferent rough pores and with the slit pore in a conveni
manner.

D. Thermodynamic relationships

The thermodynamics of confined inhomogeneous flu
in smooth walled slit-shaped pores34–36 and for fluids be-
tween structured pores37 have been treated earlier in the li
erature. We extend the description to the rough pores ge
etries ~Fig. 1! investigated in this study. The pore is
equilibrium with a bulk reservoir held at a fixed chemic
potentialm and temperatureT. V represents the entire vo
ume accessible to the fluid. The pores are held at a m
separationH by applying a force of magnitudeFz on each
wall of the pore. The change in internal energy of the syst
is

dU52PbdV1TdS1mdN2FzdH1FxdLx1FydLy , ~6!

wherePb is the bulk pressure,S the entropy,N the number of
fluid particles, andLx and Ly are the lateral dimensions o
the pore in thex andy directions, respectively. The forceFz

has contributions from both the normal forces exerted by
inhomogeneous fluid confined within the pore and the for
due to the interaction of the two walls in vacuum. IfAxy is
the projected area in thex2y plane then

Fz5~P1pww!Axy , ~7!

where P5 f z2Pb is the disjoining pressure andf z is the
solvation pressure also referred to in the literature~and in
this paper! as the solvation force. The contributions to t
solvation force are due to the interactions of the confin
fluid with the walls of the pore. In Eq.~7!, pww represents the
pressure due to the interactions between the two walls of
pore in vacuum. The interaction between the walls of
pores are assumed to be independent of the presence o
fluid molecules. The last two terms in Eq.~6! represent con-
tributions to the changes in the internal energy arising fr
forces within the confined fluid, due to infinitesimal chang
in the pore volume, brought about by altering the interfac
area by changing the lengthsLx andLy . HenceFa in Eq. ~6!
(a5x,y) is the force in directiona. In order to recast the
last two terms in a more traditional representation involv
changes in interfacial area, Eq.~6! can be rewritten as

dU52PbdV1TdS1mdN2FzdH1gxdAx1gydAy , ~8!

wheredAx5LydLx anddAy5LxdLy andgx andgy are the
pore fluid interfacial tensions. Although the local pore heig
z(x) is dependent onLx @Eq. ~3!# stretching the plates by
dLx is equivalent to an incremental change in the wavelen
of the top plate, which by choice of the geometry of the t
u-
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plate leaves the mean pore widthH unaltered. For the struc
tured pore we assume that the wall atoms are always in
fect registry. From Eq.~8! the following relationships can be
derived for the normal force:

Fz5~P1pww!Axy[2S ]U

]H D
V,S,N,Ax ,Ay

, ~9!

and the interfacial tensions,

gx5S ]U

]Ax
D

V,S,N,H,Ay

[
1

Lx
E

x50

Lx E
z50

z~x!

@Pb2Txx~x,z!#dz dx ~10!

and

gy5S ]U

]Ay
D

V,S,N,H,Ax

[
1

Lx
E

x50

Lx E
z50

z~x!

@Pb2Tyy~x,z!#dz dx. ~11!

The pore interfacial tensionsgx andgy are obtained by av-
eraging components of the corresponding stress ten
Taa(x,z). For a pore of uniform widthz(x)5H the equa-
tions for the pore interfacial tension reduce to35

gaa5S ]U

]Aa
D

V,S,N,H,Ab

[E
z50

H

@Pb2Taa~z!#dz, a,b5x,y. ~12!

Since the pore is in equilibrium with a bulk fluid, the appr
priate potential is the grand potential

V5U2TS2mN. ~13!

Using Eq.~8! the differential form forV is

dV52PbdV2SdT2Ndm2FzdH1gxdAx1gydAy . ~14!

The corresponding differential form of the grand potent
for the bulk fluid ~in the absence of the pore! is

dVb52PbdV2SbdT2Nbdm. ~15!

Subtracting Eq.~15! from Eq. ~14!

dVex52SexdT2Nexdm2FzdH1gxdAx1gydAy , ~16!

whereSex5S2Sb andNex5N2Nb . From Eq.~16!

Fz5~P1pww!Axy[2S ]Vex

]H D
T,m,Ax ,Ay

. ~17!

Vex can be obtained by integrating Eq.~17! at fixed T, m,
Ax , andAy resulting in

DVex

Axy
5E

H

H`

~P1pww!dH for H.Hc , ~18!

whereDVex5DVex(H)2DVex(H`), Hc is the critical pore
width below which the pore densityrp50. Since the pore is
no longer accessible to fluid particles from the bulk reserv
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for H,Hc , the above thermodynamic analysis which is d
veloped for the confined fluid is valid only forH.Hc .
While carrying out a GCMC simulation the pore walls a
kept at a fixed distanceH and the disjoining pressureP is
computed as a function ofH. HenceDVex can be directly
evaluated from Eq.~18!.

The 10-4 fluid–wall potential@Eq. ~1!# is derived for a
particle interacting with a single layer of wall atoms wi
surface densityrw51.0sww

22. Hence the expression for th
pressure between two walls, separated by a distanceH in
vacuum, is

pww5
8pe f wrw

H F S s f w

H D 10

2S s f w

H D 4G . ~19!

In the case of RPA,pww is computed using Eq.~19! for the
slit pore (a* 50) and a superposition principle is used
evaluatepww for rough pores at different amplitudes. In th
superposition principle, the pressure at a given local he
in the rough pore is assumed to be similar to that predic
by Eq. ~19!. Hencepww for the rough pores~RPA! is ob-
tained by superposing the pressure contributions from
distribution of heights that make up the rough pore. T
superposition principle is discussed in greater detail late
the manuscript. In the case of the structured pore,pww is
obtained by a direct summation of the normal forces exe
by the particles on the two walls, in vacuum, for differe
values of the slit widthH.

The expression for evaluating the solvation force ba
on the fluid–wall interaction for the 10-4 potential, RPA,

f z52
1

2Axy
(
i 51

N K dc~H/21zi !

dzi
1

dc~H/22zi !

dzi
L , ~20!

whereN is the number of fluid particles within the pore. Th
angular brackets represent an ensemble average. For RP
normal force exerted by a fluid particle with the wall is com
puted using the 12-6 LJ potential@Eq. ~4!#. In this paper, the
solvation force is computed directly by evaluating Eq.~20!
during a GCMC simulation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Solvation force: RPA

Figure 2 illustrates the solvation force as a function
mean pore widthH* for fluid in RPA for different values of
a* andl* . In all cases the solvation force for the slit po
(a* 50) has been plotted for comparison. Ata* 50.25@Fig.
2~a!# we find an overall decrease in the intensity and a bro
ening in the solvation force curves. Maxima and minima
the solvation force curves, although slightly phase shift
occur at nearly similar pore widths at which maxima a
minima occur in the slit pore. The phase shift is more app
ent at smaller pore widths, where only a single fluid laye
accommodated in the pore, and seen to be shifted tow
larger pore widths, when compared with the slit pore.
a* 50.25 the solvation force values are relatively insensit
to the value ofl* . The monotonic rise in the solvation forc
which is observed in the slit pore forH* <2.25 is absent and
the solvation force is seen to decrease forH* <2. This is not
-
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only due to the reduced volume of accessible pore spac
the rough pore but primarily due to the ability of a sma
degree of roughness to disrupt the formation of a we
defined layer at the smaller pore widths.

At a* 50.5 an interesting effect is observed. A pha
shift of 0.5s f f is observed in the solvation force curve@Fig.
2~b!# for all values ofl* exceptingl* 52.33. Thus maxima
and minima are reversed when compared with the slit po
The strong repulsive regime in the solvation force at sm
pore widths for the slit pore is virtually absent for po
widths belowH* 52.0. At a* 51.0 @Fig. 2~c!# with the ex-
ception of l* 53.5, the oscillations in the solvation forc
curves for the rough pores coincide approximately with
oscillations for the slit pore. The solvation force curves sh
similar trends for all the different wavelengths at larger po
widths. However, for smaller pore widths no systema
trends are observed. Ata* 51.5 @Fig. 2~d!# the oscillations in
the solvation force start at larger pore widths when compa
to the lower amplitude rough pores. Similar to the solvati
force for a* 50.5 @Fig. 2~b!# a phase shift of 0.5s f f is ob-
served. A broad nearly flat region is observed forH* ,3.0
and the damping in the force curve was found to be
greatest among all the different amplitudes of roughness

Although the solvation force curves were phase shif
at a given amplitude of roughness, deviations in this gen
trend were observed at certain values ofl* . These situations
occurred ata* 50.5 andl* 52.33, a* 51.0 andl* 53.5,
anda* 51.5 andl* 53.5. At these conditions we ruled ou
the possibility of system size effects by carrying out simu
tions atLx* 57 and found that the results were unaltered. W
return to the reasons for these deviations later in the tex
order to assess the sensitivity of the force curves tol* , we
also carried out a few simulations atl* 514 for a* 50.5 and
1.0. The solvation force curves were identical to those

FIG. 2. Solvation force vs pore width for smooth pore RPA at differe
amplitudes, illustrating the influence ofl* on the solvation force curve. In
all cases the solvation force curves are compared with the slit porel*
50). At a* 50.5 and 1.5 the force curves are phase shifted by 0.5s when
compared with the slit pore.
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ported forl* 57.0 indicating that the deviations in the so
vation force curves occur only at smaller values ofl* .

B. Density distributions: RPA

The density distributions corresponding to pore widths
which maxima and minima are observed in the solvat
force for RPA witha* 50.25 are shown in Fig. 3. The den
sity distributions are relatively insensitive to the waveleng
of roughness. A well-defined density peak near the flat w
at z* 52H* /2 was observed in all cases indicating tha
small roughness (a* 50.25) on the top wall is unable to
disrupt layering at the bottom wall. AtH* 52.25 and 3.25
where the solvation force for the slit pore shows a mini
@Fig. 2~a!#, the density peak adjacent to the lower wall (z*
52H* /2) for the rough pore@Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!# is of
greater intensity than that for the slit pore, indicating im
proved layering in the fluid layer adjacent to the flat wall. A
a consequence the solvation force at these two pore wi
were found to be more repulsive@Fig. 2~a!# when compared
with that of the slit pore. An opposite trend was observed
H* 52.75 and 3.75~maxima in f z* for the slit pore! where
significant disruption is observed in the layer adjacent to
rough wall, and layering at the bottom wall (z* 52H* /2) is
reduced@Figs. 3~b! and 3~d!# when compared with the sli
pore. This lowers the repulsion in the solvation force in t
two layered regime for the rough pore@Fig. 2~a!#.

At a* 50.5, density distributions in the single layer r
gime @Fig. 4~a!# reveal increased ordering at the flat wa
which, unlike the situation ata* 50.25, improves asl* is
decreased. The increased amplitude leads to greater acc
bility into the convexzmax regions of the pore. Although th
peaks in density distributions at widthsH* 52.25 andl*
53.5 and 2.33 indicate a greater degree of layering in
pore @Fig. 4~a!# the solvation force at these wavelengths a
lower when compared to the largest wavelength,l* 57 @Fig.
2~b!#. The reasons for these trends are discussed in su

FIG. 3. Density distributions for RPA ata* 50.25 as a function ofl* .
H* 52.25 and 3.25 correspond to pore widths at which the solvation forc
a local minima in the slit pore andH* 52.75 and 3.75 correspond to loca
maxima in the solvation force curve~Fig. 2!. The density distributions cor-
respond to simulations carried out with box lengths,Lx5Ly57.0s f f
t
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quent sections. AtH* 53.25 the splitting in the upper laye
(z* 5H* /2) is very definite, when compared with the corr
sponding situation ata* 50.25 @Fig. 3~c!#, giving rise to
three layers as seen in the density distribution@Fig. 4~c!#.
This is due to an increase in the number of particles in b
the zmin andzmax regions of the pore.

C. Superposition approximation: RPA

In this section we evaluate the superpositi
approximation29 to explain the observed phase shifts in t
solvation force in RPA. We first present a qualitative exp
nation for the trends observed. As a representative case
discuss the phase shift specifically fora* 50.5. Forl* 57
and 3.5@Fig. 2~b!# the successive peaks in the solvation for
occurred atH* 52.25 and 3.25 and minima occurred atH*
52.75 and 3.75, respectively. The phase shifts in the os
lations can be explained by comparing the value of the s
vation force obtained in the slit pore (n50) at widths cor-
responding tozmin and zmax of the rough pore. AtH*
52.25,a* 50.5,zmin* 51.75 andzmax* 52.75. Since for the slit
pore, H* 51.75 and 2.75 correspond to a single layer a
two layers, respectively, where the solvation force is posit
~local maxima atH* 52.75), the superposition of the pos
tive solvation force atzmin and zmax results in a solvation
force maxima atH* 52.25. A similar effect, though re-
versed, is observed atH* 52.75 (zmin* 52.25 and zmax*
53.25) where the slit pore shows a local maximum in t
solvation force and the rough pore produces a local m
mum @Fig. 2~b!#. In contrast to the situation atH* 52.25,
here bothzmin andzmax correspond to slit pore widths wher
the solvation force is a local minima, whose superposit
results in a solvation force minimum for the rough pore. T
phase shifts for the rough pore are consistent with the den
distributions illustrated in Fig. 4, where increased layering
observed atH* 52.25 and 3.25 and decreased layering
H* 52.75 and 3.75 when compared with the slit pore.

is
FIG. 4. Density distributions for RPA ata* 50.5 as a function ofl* . H*
52.25 and 3.25 correspond to pore widths at which the solvation force
local minima in the slit pore andH* 52.75 and 3.75 correspond to loca
maxima in the solvation force curve~Fig. 2!. The density distributions cor-
respond to simulations carried out with box lengths,Lx5Ly57.0s f f .
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We next apply the superposition approximation to p
dict the solvation force curves for the rough pores.29 The
solvation forcef z

s is obtained from the superposition approx
mation by assuming that the solvation force at a given lo
tion in the pore is similar to the solvation force observed
the slit pore whose width corresponds to the rough p
width z(x) at that location. Hence

f z
s5

1

Lx
E

x50

Lx
f z@z~x!#dx'

1

M (
i 51

M

f z@z~xi !#. ~21!

We note that the superposition approximation is only a fu
tion of the overall distribution of widths and hence indepe
dent of the wavelength of roughness.29 The summation in Eq.
~21! is carried out forLx5l with M51000. While using the
superposition approximation, the solvation force curvesf z

for the slit pore was simulated until the pore was no lon
able to admit particles. The results from using the super
sition approximation@Eq. ~21!# are shown in Fig. 5 where
the solvation force curve for the slit pore is illustrated wit
out the first maxima for better clarity. In all cases,f z

s , ob-
tained from the superposition approximation, was compa
with the RPA results atl* 57.0. At this value ofl* , the
superposition approximation is seen to predict the solva
force for the rough surfaces for all the amplitudes conside
extremely well. Even detailed variations in the simulat
force curves at smaller pore widths are captured. Since
simulated force curves, at a fixed value of the amplitude,
not invariant with the wavelength of roughness~Fig. 2!, the
superposition approximation is seen to deteriorate forl*
,7.0. Since at larger wavelengths the local forces in
rough pores would be closer to those observed in a slit p
of similar width, based on the simulations atl* 514, our
results suggest that the superposition approximation wo
be valid for rough pores where the wavelengthl* .7 and
0.25,a* ,1.0.

FIG. 5. Solvation forcesf z
s* predicted using the superposition approxim

tion ~dashed lines! for RPA compared with simulation results~dots!. The
simulation results are shown forl* 57.0 where the superposition approx
mation is seen to provide an excellent model for the solvation force.
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D. Deviations in solvation force: RPA

We next investigate the reasons for the variations in
solvation force observed at a fixed value ofa* and decreas-
ing l* . For the superposition approximation to be valid, t
locally averaged solvation force in the rough pore at a giv
value of x should be similar to the solvation force in a s
pore at the same local pore width@z(x)#. As mentioned ear-
lier in the text, deviations from this trend occur at smal
pore widths at particular values ofl for a* 50.5, 1.0, and

FIG. 6. Side-view snapshots for RPA atH* 52.25 anda* 50.5 as a func-
tion of l* . ~a! l* 57.0, ~b! l* 53.5, and~c! l* 52.33. Local layering is
observed at the larger values ofl* ~a! and~b!. However atl* 52.33~c! the
fluid tends to align along the length of the undulations in they direction.
This disrupts the ability of the fluid to form layers, leading to deviations
the solvation force trends as seen in Fig. 2~b! at this pore width.
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1.5. As a representative case we examine the situatio
a* 50.5 andH* 52.25 where the phase shifted solvatio
force maxima observed atH* 52.25 reduces in intensity
with smaller l* @Fig. 2~b!#. Side-view snapshots atH*
52.25 illustrated in Fig. 6 reveal that the ability of the flu
to form layers is gradually disrupted with decreasing wa
length. At the smallest value ofl* 52.33@Fig. 6~c!# the fluid
particles align in they direction, parallel to the undulations i
the top wall. This alignment disrupts the ability of the fluid
form layers in thezmin andzmax regions destroying the supe
position effect. Note that this preferential alignment of p
ticles and not improved in-plane layering is responsible
the increased intensity in the density distribution asl* is
decreased@Fig. 4~a!#. A similar alignment of particles is re
sponsible for the deviations in the solvation force ata*
51.0 and l* 53.5 @Fig. 2~c!# and a* 51.5 and l* 53.5
@Fig. 2~d!#. The solvation force ata* 51.0 andl* 52.33
does not follow the trend predicted by the superposition
proximation, however, in this case, the phase shift is ano
lously enhanced when compared to the large wavelen
and even gives rise to a peak atH* 51.8 @Fig. 2~c!#. Exam-
ining the density distributions atH* 52.85@Fig. 7~a!# where
a maxima occurs in the solvation force, the layering is p

FIG. 7. Density distributions for RPA atH* 52.85 anda* 51.0 as a func-
tion of l* . The greatest degree of layering is observed at the smallest v
of l* . The bottom figure represents a snapshot of thex2z configuration for
a* 51.0 where the formation of three distinct layers in thez direction is
clearly visible.
at
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ticularly enhanced atl* 52.33. Side-view (x2z) snapshots
illustrated in Fig. 7~b! reveal this increased layering asl* is
decreased. The large amplitude and the one-dimensiona
ture of the fluid–wall potential contributes to this situatio
by enabling the fluid particles to access thezmax regions to a
greater extent.

E. Fluid in RPB

The solvation force plots obtained from simulations f
RPB are shown in Fig. 8. The primary difference in RPB

ue

FIG. 8. Solvation force vs pore width for RPB.~a! a* 50.25; ~b! a*
50.5; and~c! a* 51.0. For a fixed value ofa* , the degree of phase shift in
the solvation force curve is uniform and relatively insensitive tol* . This is
in contrast to the trends observed for RPA where the solvation force
sensitive tol* particularly at larger amplitudes of roughness.
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that the fluid–wall potential is a function of thex, y, andz
coordinates, whereas in RPA the potential was only a fu
tion of thez coordinate. Since the qualitative features in t
solvation force in RPB are similar to those observed in R
only key differences will be discussed here. The most st
ing difference is the relative invariance in the solvation for
curves tol* , as seen in Fig. 8. Ata* 50.5 @Fig. 8~b!# the
phase shift occurs systematically for all values ofl* and
unlike in the case of RPA the preferential alignment of p
ticles along they axis at smallerl values was not observed
The solvation force oscillations and their relative insensit
ity to changingl* at a fixed value ofa* are primarily due to
the presence of discrete atoms on the walls giving rise
more realistic three-dimensional fluid–wall interaction. T
discrete nature of the walls in RPB reduces the entry into
zmax regions of the pore, preventing the alignment of the p
fluid along they axis. Note that this preferred alignme
which occurs due to the one-dimensional nature of the flu
wall potential in RPA was solely responsible for the dev
tions from the expected trends.

Figure 9 illustrates the results of the superposition
proximation for RPB. The results of the superposition a
proximation are compared with the results forl* 56.9 for
different amplitudes of roughness. As in the case of RPA
superposition approximation is seen to provide an excel
representation to the solvation force curves for the rou
pores. The relative invariance in the solvation force cur
for the wavelengths used in this study~Fig. 8! suggest that
the superposition approximation has a greater range of va
ity for the structured pores than for the smooth walled por

The density distributions ata* 50.25 @Figs. 10~a! and
10~b!# are relatively insensitive tol* . However, in the vi-
cinity of the rough wall the density distributions reveal th
the accessibility into thezmax regions of the pore reduce
with decreasingl* . This effect, though small, ata* 50.25
was not observed in the case of RPA~Fig. 3!. This decreased
accessibility into the rough wall asl* is decreased is greate
at a* 50.5 @Figs. 10~c! and 10~d!#. The more realistic three
dimensional fluid–wall interaction potential reduces the p
sibility of increased alignment of fluid particles in they di-
rection. This difference in the density distributions betwe
the two pore models is reflected in the relative insensitiv
of the solvation force curve to the wavelength of roughn
in the case of RPB.

F. Grand potential: RPA and RPB

The influence of roughness on the thermodynamics
the confined fluid is evaluated by computing the exc
grand potentialDVex* as a function of the mean pore widthH
using Eq.~18!. The pore width at which the global minima i
DVex* occurs corresponds to the thermodynamically sta
state of the confined fluid. In order to assess the influenc
the normal pressure contribution due to interactions betw
the walls (pww) of the slit pore we evaluateDVex* /Axy* with
and without the contribution frompww . Figure 11 illustrates
pww for both smooth and structured pores as a function of
slit width H and amplitudes of roughness. The greatest
ferences inpww between RPA and RPB are seen at sma
c-
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amplitudes in the vicinity of the minima in the force, whe
the lack of structure in the walls for RPA results in a grea
attractive force between the walls. At a fixed amplitude, d
ferences in the pressure contributions between the two ty
of walls decrease, asH is increased. As a consequence t
differences in pressure between the two walls reduces w
increasing amplitude of roughness. The overall similarit
between the pressure characteristics from RPA and RPB
gest that it is reasonable to use the superposition approx

FIG. 9. Solvation forcesf z
s* predicted using the superposition~S! approxi-

mation~dashed lines! for RPB compared with simulation results~dots!. The
simulation results are shown forl* 56.9 where the superposition approx
mation is seen to provide an excellent model for the solvation force for R
over a wide range of pore widths.
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tion to compute the pressure contributions in the case
RPA. Note that the surface density of atoms in RPA is
s f f

22 and in the case of RPB is 0.889s f f
22.

Figure 12 illustratesDVex* /Axy* for RPA and RPB for
different amplitudes of roughness. For clarity, the data w
out wall–wall contributions (pww50) have been shifted by
two positivey-axis units. The wavelengths of roughness c
respond tol* 57.0 and 6.9 for RPA and RPB, respective
For the slit pores (a* 50) the disjoining pressure obtaine
from GCMC simulations were used to computeDVex* /Axy* .
For nonzero amplitudes the disjoining pressures were
tained using the superposition approximation. For the
pore @Fig. 12~a!# the global minima inDVex* /Axy* occurs at
H* 52.07 for RPA in the absence of wall–wall interaction
This corresponds to a single fluid layer in the pore. T
presence of wall–wall interactions shifts the minimum
H* 52.05 for H* .Hc* . Similarly in the case of RPB, a
global minima in the absence of wall–wall interactions o
curs atH* 51.9 which shifts toH* 51.87 in the presence o

FIG. 10. Density distributions for RPB ata* 50.25 ~a! and ~b! and ata*
50.5 ~c! and~d!. The lower accessibility into thezmax regions of the pore as
the wavelength is decreased is clearly observed.

FIG. 11. Reduced normal pressure contribution between two surfaces o
slit pore for RPA~full lines! and RPB~dashed lines! for different amplitudes
of roughness. The differences between RPA and RPB decrease as th
plitude of roughness increases.
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wall–wall interactions. At these pore widths, the pore fluid
found to epitaxially freeze in the case of RPB. Ata* 50.25
@Fig. 12~b!#, DVex* /Axy* does not reveal the presence of
stable configuration at finite pore widths in the absence
wall–wall interactions. In the presence of wall–wall intera
tions, however, minima are located atH* 52.18 and 2.0 for
RPA and RPB, respectively, forH* .Hc* . At a* 50 and
0.25, the critical pore width,Hc* , below which fluid particles
can no longer access the pore is determined from the p
width below which the solvation force is zero. The fir
minima inDVex* /Axy* which occurs forH,Hc* at a* 50 and
a* 50.25 is purely due to the attractive wall–wall contrib
tions as fluid particles are completely excluded from the s
tem in this region. Hence minima occurring in the regi
H* ,Hc* are not included in the search for the equilibriu
state of the system.

In the case ofa* 50.5 @Fig. 12~c!# and a* 51.0 @Fig.
12~d!# the trends are qualitatively similar to those observ
at smaller amplitudes of roughness, however, the fi
minima in DVex* /Axy* occurred at pore widths whereH*
.Hc* and hence must be included in the search for the glo
minima. For a* 50.5, global minima inDVex* /Axy* were
found to occur atH* 52.32 for RPB when wall–wall con-
tributions were included. For RPA, wall–wall contribution
did not result in a global minima at finite pore widths. In th
case ofa* 51.0 the minima were located at 1.95 and 2.8 f
RPA and RPB, respectively, when wall–wall interactio
were present. We did not extend the simulations to determ
Hc* for a* 50.5 and 1.0, however, simulations were carri

he

am-

FIG. 12. Reduced excess grand potential per unit area for different valu
the amplitude of roughness. The solid lines correspond to RPA and da
lines to RPB. For better clarity, the data in the absence of wall–wall in
actions (pww) have been shifted by two positivey-axis units. The presence
of wall–wall interactions creates a global minimum in the grand potentia
finite pore widths as the amplitude of roughness is increased. Fora* 50.5,
1.0, the first minimum in the grand potential occurs at pore widths,H
.Hc whereHc is the pore width at which the pore is inaccessible to t
fluid.
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out to ensure that the pore was accessible to the fluid for p
widths below theH* corresponding to the first minima in th
excess grand potential.

The results in the absence of wall–wall interactions
similar to those obtained in an earlier study29 where increas-
ing roughness is seen to thermodynamically favor a thic
fluid film. However, our study reveals that wall–wall inte
actions play a role at smaller pore widths as the degre
roughness is increased and should be included while sea
ing for the true global minimum in the free energy. IfP
@pww wall–wall interactions will play a minor role in de
ciding the thermodynamically stable pore width. Wheth
wall–wall interactions can be neglected would depend
both the strength of the fluid–wall interaction and the state
the bulk fluid. Since the primary goal of this work was
compare confined fluid behavior between smooth and ro
pore models we have restricted our study to the 10-4 flu
wall potential which represents a weakly attractive wall. B
fore concluding we point out that the free energy analysis
the rough pores has been carried out keeping both surfac
perfect registry. Previous simulations in rough pores~with
one-dimensional fluid–wall potentials similar to RPA! sug-
gest that although the global minima is found at perfect r
istry the approach to the final equilibrium state could invo
configurations that are not in registry.29

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out GCMC simulations to study t
solvation force and density distributions for a fluid confin
in a rough pore. Unlike previous studies, rough pores w
constructed by taking a slit pore and introducing sinusoi
undulations on the top wall. Roughness was varied by cha
ing the amplitude and wavelength of the undulation. T
kinds of rough pores were investigated. In RPA a 10-4
tential is used to model the fluid–wall interaction, where t
interaction is only a function of the normal fluid–wall dis
tance. In RPB the walls are made up of discrete atoms wh
interact with the fluid via a 12-6 LJ potential. For both RP
and RPB, the fluid–fluid interactions were modeled usin
12-6 LJ potential. In all cases results were compared
contrasted with fluid behavior in slit-shaped pores.

Our study reveals that by introducing sinusoidal roug
ness on one wall of the prototypical slit pore, solvation for
curves can be phase shifted in a systematic manner.
extent of the phase shift can be controlled by altering
amplitude of the undulation. Comparisons between RPA
RPB indicate that the one-dimensional fluid–wall interact
potential in the case of RPA can give rise to force curves
deviate from expected trends. These deviations are cause
an increased sensitivity of the solvation force to the wa
length of the undulation at a fixed amplitude which aris
due to increased accessibility of fluid particles in thezmax

regions of the pore. However, for sufficiently large wav
lengths (l* >7.0) our study suggests that the smooth-w
approximation is adequate. In the case of RPB, at a fi
amplitude, the force curves were relatively insensitive to
wavelength of undulation. This was due to the more reali
three-dimensional nature of the fluid–wall interaction.
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The reduction in the magnitude and range of oscillatio
even at small amplitudes of roughness reported here an
other simulation studies on rough surfaces29,31 are consistent
with recent observations that nanoparticles19,20 ~coverage of
,1%! present on the mica surface decrease the range
magnitude of oscillations in SFA experiments. In additio
the present and previous study29 reveal that roughness resul
in a positive shift of the solvation force curve and offers
partial explanation for the increased repulsion~smaller at-
tractive regions! in the force curves, observed in SF
experiments2,38,39with OMCTS. Grand potential calculation
from the computed solvation force curves reveal that incl
ing direct interactions between the two walls can sign
cantly alter the slit width corresponding to the thermod
namically stable state. The interaction between walls ha
weaker influence for small amplitudes of roughness (a*
,0.25), playing a more significant role as the amplitude
roughness is increased.

We have evaluated the accuracy of the superposi
principle which uses the solvation force curve from the s
pore to predict the solvation force for the rough pores. In
case of RPA the superposition approximation works be
for larger wavelengths and is able to predict the simula
results very accurately. In the case of structured pores, du
the relatively small variation in the solvation force as a fun
tion of the wavelength of roughness, the superposition
proximation is able to predict the solvation force curves
wavelengths of the undulation as small asl* 52.3. The abil-
ity of the superposition approximation to predict solvati
forces for rough surfaces from the slit pore solvation for
response implies the following. Normal forces exerted b
fluid confined between infinite parallel plates are similar
the local forces, beneath small wavelength undulations
rough pore at corresponding pore widths. These results h
a direct bearing on interpreting results from AFM expe
ments and their similarities with the force response obtai
from SFA experiments. Our study indicates that it is qu
natural to expect solvation forces arising from AFM expe
ments ~tip–surface interactions! which are quantitatively
similar to those observed in SFA~surface–surface interac
tions! experiments.
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